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Evolution from first-order valence transition to heavy-fermion behavior in YbIn 12xAgxCu4
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National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, 1800 E. Paul Dirac Drive, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

J. M. Lawrence
Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California 92717

D. Mandrus* and J. D. Thompson
Materials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

~Received 7 May 1996!

YbInCu4 undergoes a first-order isostructural valence transition near 40 K, whereas YbAgCu4 is a moder-
ately heavy~g5250 mJ/mol K2! mixed-valence compound. We have succeeded in growing single crystals of
these compounds, as well as many intermediate alloys, using flux-growth techniques. The evolution from
YbInCu4 to YbAgCu4 has been characterized using electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, and x-ray
powder diffraction. The data are interpreted in terms of the evolution of the single-impurity Kondo temperature
as a function of Ag concentration.@S0163-1829~96!07841-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since being discovered by Felner and Nowik,1 YbInCu4
has continued to attract attention.2 YbInCu4 is the only sto-
ichiometric compound yet discovered that undergoes a first-
order isostructural valence transition at ambient pressure. At
high temperature~T.50 K! Yb is trivalent, displaying Curie-
Weiss susceptibility with paramagnetic moment near the
free-ion value of 4.5mB . At the first-order transition, the Yb
valence is reduced to approximately 2.9~as estimated by
x-ray absorption and lattice constant measurements1!, with a
consequent increase in lattice volume of 0.5% and a reduc-
tion in magnetic susceptibility and spin disorder scattering.
Recent high-resolution neutron diffraction measurements
have confirmed that YbInCu4 retains itsC15b structure be-
low the transition temperature.3 On the other hand, isostruc-
tural YbAgCu4 ~Refs. 4 and 5! is a moderately heavy~g
5250 mJ/mol K2! mixed-valence compound whose
susceptibility, field-dependent magnetization, and specific
heat are consistent with aJ57/2 Kondo impurity, as de-
scribed by the Coqblin-Schrieffer model.6,7

The prototypical example of the type of first-order iso-
structural valence transition observed in YbInCu4 is the so-
calledg-a transition in elemental Ce~for a review, see, e.g.,
Refs. 8 and 9!. Two isostructural face-centered-cubic phases
of Ce metal are separated in pressure-temperature space by a
line of first-order transitions which terminates at a critical
point. In the low-densityg phase~a055.15 Å! the Ce ions
are essentially trivalent, but in the high-densitya phase
~a054.85 Å!, Ce is nearly tetravalent. Thus, in addition to a
large ~'15%! volume change, a reduction in magnetic sus-
ceptibility occurs at the transition. The actual valence of
a-Ce is estimated to be 3.3.10 Several mechanisms have been
proposed for the transition. Promotional models11 argue for
an explicit change in electronic configuration from 4f 1 to
4 f 0 ~i.e., a complete loss off character!. In a Mott transition
picture,12 the 4f electron retains itsf character, but changes
from localized to bandlike at theg-a transition. Although

both models qualitatively explain the physics of the transi-
tion, the energy scales for both are charge fluctuation ener-
gies, which appear to be too large to provide a complete and
quantitative explanation. On the other hand, the Kondo
volume-collapse~KVC! model13 has spin fluctuations as its
characteristic excitation. This model exploits the Kondo as-
pects of the Anderson impurity Hamiltonian. Qualitatively,
the first-order transition arises because of the strong volume
dependence of the Kondo temperature.

Despite such study, many details, both experimental and
theoretical, are unresolved. Experimentally, detailed mea-
surements are difficult because most systems which display
such a transition require either greater than ambient pressure
~below 3 kbar theb phase of Ce interferes with theg-a
transition! or nonstoichiometry~CeNi12xCoxSn, x'0.3, be-
ing the most recently discovered example14 of such a valence
transition!. Theoretically, although the physics of the KVC
model derives from the Kondo impurity picture, a direct so-
lution in terms of the Anderson impurity Hamiltonian is not
available. Thus YbIn12xAgxCu4 is an attractive system be-
cause the valence transition occurs in the stoichiometric ma-
terial YbInCu4 at ambient pressure and the properties of
YbAgCu4 can be quantitatively explained in terms of a
J57/2 Kondo impurity model. As a practical matter, the
samples are also less prone to oxidation and other extrinsic
effects than previously studied Ce alloys.

There are, of course, complications. Controversy exists as
to the precise value of the transition temperatureTv in
YbInCu4—values ranging from 40 to 80 K have been
reported—and to the evolution of the transition upon doping
away from the stoichiometric compound.1,2,15For YbAgCu4,
although the physics is well described by the single-impurity
model, there exist some quantitative self-consistency prob-
lems related to the particular measurement used to extract the
Kondo temperature.5 In an attempt to shed some light on
these issues as well as to understand the evolution from first-
order valence change to mixed valence as Ag is substituted
for In, we have synthesized single crystals of and performed
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various physical measurements on YbIn12xAgxCu4. The
data are interpreted in terms of the evolution of the Kondo
temperature as a function of Ag concentration. A preliminary
account of these data has already been given.16

II. YbInCu 4

Single crystals of YbInCu4 were grown by combining sto-
ichiometric ratios of the constituent elements in a 1:1 ratio
with InCu flux. The high-purity materials~minimum 99.99%
purity! were placed in an alumina crucible and sealed in an
evacuated quartz tube. The sample was then heated to
1100 °C and cooled slowly~20 °C/h! to 800 °C, at which
point the excess flux was spun off with a centrifuge, leaving
tetrahedrally shaped crystals with a typical dimension of sev-
eral millimeters. Although the above receipt has been the
most fruitful in terms of size and quality of crystals, the
composition and concentration of the flux do not appear to
be critical parameters. Various Cu:In ratios between 1:1 and
2:1 have been used successfully as a flux, and compound to
flux ratios from 1:1 to 1:3 have also been used. We have,
however, been unable to produce crystals using only an ex-
cess In flux.

The first-order valence change in YbInCu4 can be clearly
seen in the evolution of the magnetic susceptibility and rela-
tive length change as a function of temperature in our flux-
grown crystals.3,16 The magnetic susceptibility changes from
Curie-Weiss behavior to being essentially independent of
temperature and the volume of the sample increases by ap-
proximately 0.5% over a very narrow temperature range. The
midpoint of the transition occurs atTv542 K with a 10%–
90% width of less than 2 K. All of our crystals produced in
the manner described above have transition temperatures be-
tween 40 and 45 K with maximal widths of 5 K. Our crystals
show no evidence for transitions in the 50–80 K range as
reported by others2 and as observed by us for samples made
on stoichiometry in sealed Ta tubes.3 Presumably, the differ-
ence in both sharpness and position of the valence transition
is due to the lower temperature at which the crystals are
produced and the consequent ordered nature of our crystals,
as evidenced by their highly faceted morphology. Structural
refinements based on neutron powder diffraction data3 sug-
gest that polycrystalline samples with higherTv and broader
transitions possess approximately 10% disorder on the Yb
and In sites, whereas our flux-grown single crystals have
only 2%–3% disorder.

The electrical resistivity of YbInCu4 ~Fig. 1! is semime-
tallic at high temperature and shows a large and hysteretic
drop atTv . On thermal cycling through the transition, the
high-temperature resistance of the sample increases substan-
tially, presumably due to the buildup of internal strain asso-
ciated with the volume contraction on going from the low-
temperature phase to the high-temperature phase. Because
this effect can be reversed with rather modest anneals~sev-
eral hours at 300 °C!, microcracking of the sample is not
indicated.

III. YbIn 12xAgxCu4

We have also synthesized single crystals of
YbIn12xAgxCu4 for the full range ofx values~0<x<1! in a

similar manner. To produce YbIn12xAgxCu4 crystals, a com-
bined flux and compound composition of YbIn222xAg2xCu5
~analogous to the YbIn2Cu5 used to grow YbInCu4! is used.
Electron microprobe analysis confirms that the actual Ag:In
ratio in the grown crystals is consistent with the nominal
composition. Both YbInCu4 and YbAgCu4, as well as all
intermediate alloys, crystallize in the face-centered-cubic
C15b structure as evidenced by the observation of the~200!
and~420! reflections in the x-ray powder diffraction patterns
for our crystals. In theC15 structure, in which independent
Yb and In/Ag sublattices do not exist, these reflections are
forbidden.

The room-temperature lattice parameter as a function of
Ag concentration for YbIn12xAgxCu4 is shown in the inset
of Fig. 2. Vegard’s law is not obeyed over the full range of
concentrations. Rather, the lattice constant is essentially in-
dependent ofx for Ag concentrations less thanx50.5. For

FIG. 1. Electrical resistivity of YbInCu4 as a function of tem-
perature. On thermal cycling the high-temperature resistivity in-
creases, presumably because of strain effects. Annealing reverses
these effects. See text for details.

FIG. 2. Magnetic susceptibility@in units of emu/mol formula
unit!# as a function of temperature for YbIn12xAgxCu4 at variousx
~x50.1 ~s!, x50.15 ~h!, x50.2 ~L!, x50.3 ~* !, x50.4 ~,!,
x50.6 ~1!, and x50.8 ~n!. Inset: cubic lattice constant at room
temperature as a function ofx for YbIn12xAgxCu4.
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larger values ofx, the lattice constant decreases linearly with
increasing Ag concentration. Apparently, as the smaller Ag
substitutes for the larger In, the size~and hence average va-
lence! of Yb adjusts~Yb21 is larger than Yb31! so as to keep
the overall lattice parameter constant. For Ag concentrations
greater than 0.5, the maximal valence compensation has oc-
curred, the Yb valence remains constant, and a linear depen-
dence of the lattice constant on dopant concentration is re-
covered. This will be discussed in greater detail in Sec. IV.

The nonlinear evolution of the physical properties of
YbIn12xAgxCu4 with increasing Ag concentration is also ap-
parent from measurements of the low-temperature linear co-
efficient of specific heat. Pillmayret al. have measuredg as
a function ofx for a limited range of Ag concentrations.17

They observe thatg550 mJ/mol K2 and is approximately
independent ofx for x,0.3; g for YbAgCu4 is 250
mJ/mol K2. Thus, at low temperature, the valence of Yb does
not change, at least initially, with Ag substitution. This low-
temperature behavior is in contrast with the initial change in
valence of Yb at room temperature suggested by our lattice
constant data.

The magnetic susceptibilityx as a function of temperature
for representative Ag concentrations is shown in Fig. 2. Ini-
tially, Tv increases with Ag concentration, reaching an esti-
mated critical concentration atx50.2, withTv560 K. With
further doping the sharp low-temperature drop in susceptibil-
ity is broadened and reduced in magnitude, until, near
x50.5, the susceptibility is nearlyT independent. As the Ag
concentration is further increased, a peak characteristic of a
J57/2 Kondo impurity begins to develop at low tempera-
ture. The temperature at which the peak occurs increases
with increasing Ag concentration. For full Ag substitution,
the peak occurs atT542 K, slightly higher than but qualita-
tively consistent with previous reports.4,5 Note that, similar
to the effects observed in the low-temperature specific heat,17

x~0!, the susceptibility asT→0, is essentially unchanged
with x for x,0.5 before changing substantially with increas-
ing x.

Effects similar to those in the magnetic susceptibility are
observed in the temperature dependence of the electrical re-
sistivity as a function ofx @Fig. 3~a!#. Initially ~x50!, a
sharp and hysteretic drop in resistance atTv is observed.~For
clarity, only measurements made on initial cooling are
shown.! At intermediatex, the resistance as a function of
temperature is relatively flat, due presumably to Ag-In site
disorder. Finally, forx51 a coherence-induced drop in the
resistance near 50 K is observed. The magnitude of the
room-temperature electrical resistivity of YbAgCu4 is ap-
proximately 4 times less than that of YbInCu4 @Fig. 3~b!#.
There also appears to be a peak in the room-temperature
resistivity as a function ofx nearx50.1. This, perhaps co-
incidentally, is near the concentration at which the valence
transition becomes continuous. On the other hand, at low
temperatures the resistivity is smaller for the stoichiometric
ternary compounds, consistent with increased residual resis-
tivity due to In/Ag disorder.

IV. DISCUSSION

The evolution of the physical properties of
YbIn12xAgxCu4 as a function of temperature can be under-

stood, at least qualitatively, in terms of the Kondo impurity
model. In the limit of weak interactions between the 4f sites
~the YbAgCu4 limit !, the system will be characterized by a
single value of characteristic~Kondo! energyTK . The effec-
tive momentf[xT/C ~whereC is theJ57/2 Curie constant
for Yb!, the specific heat, and the 4f hole occupationnf(T)
~related to the Yb valencez, by z521nf! will scale with
T/TK , as expected for the single impurity Anderson model,

18

andnf will evolve smoothly from a value of order 0.8–0.9 at
T50 towards unity at high temperature. Because the divalent
Yb ion is larger than the trivalent ion, the cell volumev
should vary proportionally tonf . When a cell fluctuates to a
larger value ofnf , a long-range strain field is set up such that
an additional pressure is exerted on the lattice, which makes
the increase ofnf~T! and hence the decrease ofv more rapid
than in the noninteracting limit. This gives rise to an effec-
tive f - f interaction, which can be incorporated in a Landau
functional;8,19 sufficiently strong effective interactions can
cause a first-order transition~the YbInCu4 limit !. Any param-
eter such as alloy concentration which weakens the interac-
tions will drive the first-order transition to a critical point,
beyond which the transitions will be continuous.8,19

For YbIn12xAgxCu4 we plot the effective moment
f[xT/C in Fig. 4, where it can be seen that the transition is
first order ~discontinuous! for x50.1, but continuous for
x50.3. To estimate the critical concentrationxc , we note
that the maximum derivative (d f /dT!max for samples with

FIG. 3. Electrical resistivity as a function of temperature for
YbIn12xAgxCu4 at variousx. The upper panel~a! shows the nor-
malized resistance as a function of temperature, and the lower panel
~b! gives the room-temperature resistivity.
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continuous transitions should diverge asx→xc ~T→Tv!.
Plotting 1/(d f /dT)max vs x in the inset of Fig. 4, we see that
the critical concentration isxc'0.2. This estimate corre-
sponds experimentally to the Ag concentration above which
no hysteresis~of the type shown in Fig. 1! is observed in
electrical resistivity measurements.

Alloying with Ag thus weakens the interactions respon-
sible for the first-order transition, without diluting the Yb
sublattice. Because the parameterxc is a measure of how
rapidly the interactions are reduced, a study of the variation
of xc with solute~Ag, Zn, Sn, etc.! might clarify which as-
pects of the underlying electronic structure affect the inter-
actions responsible for the first order transition. The peak in
room-temperature resistivity near the critical concentration
suggests that low carrier density may play a significant role
in this regard.

In the Kondo volume collapse~KVC! model of the Ce
g-a transition, Allen and Martin13 argue that the valence
transition is driven by variation of the characteristic energy
TK as the cell volume varies:TK depends on the hybridiza-
tion Vfc between the Yb 4f and the conduction electrons,
while Vfc depends on cell volumev. In YbInCu4 the change
in characteristic energy atTv542 K is discontinuous, from a
small value characteristic of nearly trivalent~heavy fermion!
Yb for T.Tv to a larger value characteristic of weak
~nf'0.85! mixed valence forT,Tv . To estimate the char-
acteristic energy we fit the effective moment to the
prediction7 of theJ57/2 Kondo model@Fig. 5~a!#. The quan-
tity TL represents one way of defining the Kondo tempera-
ture; it is related theoretically to the low-temperature suscep-
tibility by TL[C/x(0) and to the temperatureT0 used by
Rajan7 by TL5@2p/~2J11!#T0 . The values obtained, 20 K
for the high-temperature state and 430 K for the low-
temperature state, are in reasonable agreement with the val-
ues ~26 and 480–540 K! obtained from inelastic neutron
scattering measurements.20,21

For continuous transitions, the variation ofTK with tem-
perature should be continuous, as observed in neutron scat-
tering studies22 of theg-a transition in Ce0.7Th0.3. To findTL
at any temperature and anyx for YbIn12xAgxCu4, we note
that in the Kondo regime, the effective moment is a univer-
sal, monotonic function ofT/TL ; hence, for a given tempera-
ture there is a one-one relation betweenxT/C andTL . For
TL~x;T) derived in this manner, the discontinuous change in
TL observed for smallx @Fig. 5~a!# becomes continuous for
x.xc'0.2; i.e.,TL(T) becomes a smooth function of tem-
perature. In Fig. 5~b! we show the values ofTL derived in
this fashion at the lowest temperatures@TL~0 K!# and at room
temperature@TL~300 K!# for the full range ofx values. Be-
cause the evolution of the susceptibility with temperature is
rather smooth, there is some uncertainty in the precise value
of the fittedTL ; however, varyingTL by 10 K produces a
visibly worse fit.

For small x the room-temperature valueTL~300 K! in-
creases rapidly withx, approaching the low-temperature
valueTL~0 K! ~which changes less dramatically withx, con-
sistent with the specific heat results of Pillmayret al.17! at
x50.5. The increase inTL~300 K! undoubtedly corresponds
to an increase in the degree of mixed valence at room tem-
perature. This would seem to confirm our hypothesis con-

FIG. 4. The effective momentf[xT/C vs temperature for
YbIn12xAgxCu4 for x50.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The phase transition is
discontinuous forx50.1 and continuous forx50.3. Inset: the in-
verse of the maximum derivative of the effective moment,
1/(d f /dT)max for severalx for which the transitions are continuous;
this extrapolates to zero at the critical concentrationxc .

FIG. 5. ~a! The effective moment vs temperature~plotted on
logarithmic scales! for YbInCu4 is compared to the prediction of the
J57/2 Kondo model for a Kondo temperatureTL520 K in the
high-temperature state and forTL5430 K in the low-temperature
state.~b! The low-temperature@TL ~0 K!# and room-temperature
@TL ~300 K!# Kondo temperatures for YbIn12xAgxCu4 derived as in
part ~a!.
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cerning the lattice constant of YbIn12xAgxCu4: The in-
creased mixed valence and corresponding size increase of the
Yb ion precisely cancels the decrease in lattice size expected
on the basis of Vegard’s law. It would be worthwhile to
confirm this argument by direct measurement of the valence
nf(x,T), e.g, by L III x-ray absorption. This tendency for
TL~300 K! to approachTL~0 K! asx increases is consistent
with the picture given above that when the interactions be-
come sufficiently weak the Yb 4f electrons should decouple
~to the extent that single-ion Kondo behavior should domi-
nate!. Initially, this appears to occur atx50.5, where the data
can be described by the Kondo theory with a single value of
TL'375 K at all temperatures. It occurs again atx51, i.e.,
for YbAgCu4, for which single-ion Kondo behavior is al-
ready known4 to be approximately valid.

For 0.5,x,1 the characteristic temperatureTL appears to
be larger at room temperature than at low temperature. This
is unusual: The difference betweenTL~300 K! andTL~0 K! is
larger than typically observed and is the opposite of what is
observed for smaller Ag concentrations. An increase inTL
usually corresponds to an increase in the degree of mixed
valence, andL III x-ray absorption measurements

23 in several
Yb compounds have confirmed that, as predicted for the
Anderson model, the Yb becomeslessmixed valent as the
temperature increases. We do not know what the origin of
this effect is. It is possible that there is a local environment
effect; i.e., some fraction of Yb atoms have local environ-
ments which promote a smaller characteristic energyTL than
in the rest of the matrix, and hence cause an additional in-
crease of susceptibility at low temperature. Although visibly

small, extrinsic contributions to the low-temperature suscep-
tibility due to magnetic impurities may also cloud the issue.
Direct measurement by inelastic neutron scattering would
help to confirm whether the characteristic energy is constant
or actually increases with temperature forx>0.5.

V. SUMMARY

We have studied the evolution of ‘‘mixed valence’’ from
the isostructural valence transition of YbInCu4 to the heavy
fermion behavior of YbAgCu4. This evolution can be inter-
preted in terms of the single-impurity Anderson Hamiltonian
with strong interactions~i.e., the Kondo volume collapse
model!. Although much work remains to be done to map the
complete composition–pressure–magnetic-field-temperature
phase diagram of this system, YbIn12xAgxCu4 provides a
model system for the study of isostructural valence transi-
tions and tests of the single-impurity Kondo model.
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